
Questions & responses for RFP LAN Upgrade RFP No. 14-15/06 
 
1.       
Q: RFP calls for 2 drops installed at the clock area and AP mounted by clock/door, does this mean that 
AP can be either mounted by clock or door?, please clarify.
A: Mounted by clock
 
2.      
Q:  Out of the 2 drops installed, should the one low cable drop be installed in a device box?
A: Lower coiled and terminate w jack. 
 
3.       
Q: Many of the sites have hard lid ceiling so a 25’ coil may not be possible, what should be done in these 
cases?
A: Coil as much as possible
 
4.       
Q: RFP calls for a new patch panel and a PoE Midspan to be installed at each MDF/IDF, what should be 
done if there is no space available for new equipment?
A: Mount on wall

5.       
Q: As site walk was for 4 schools only (Oakland Tech, Thornhill, Montera and ACORN), it is impossible to 
know if existing pathways will accommodate new cabling needs, will the District accept a change order if 
new pathways are required to accomplish RFP requirements?
A:  Will consider change order 
 
6.      
Q:  What type of protective cover is required for APs mounted at gymnasiums?, plastic enclosure or 
metallic cage?.
A: Metallic cage 

7.       
Q: AP should be covered by a 1-year replacement, does this mean to consider SmartNet 8x5xNBD for 
this purpose?
A: Yes 

8.       
Q: Pricing template can be accessed with the District’s permission only, is there another way to get it?.
A: It is accessible to the public.  Please try again.
 
9.    
Q: RFP calls for APs, cabling, PoE Midspan and patching AP to PoE Midspan, is the District responsible 
to patch  PoE Midspan to switch?.
A: Yes  

10.



Q: For the requested average price for the mid-span switches, do you want us to provide i) the average 
price for each size proposed?,  or ii) the average price for the combination of sizes proposed?  If it is the 
latter, should we assume the same quantity  for each size proposed?
A: Average price and assume quantity based on ports required


